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Welcome to this webzone! Throughout this clicking 
rabbit hole, you will be exposed to resources that are not 
only extremely fun, they also contain the potential to 
grow minds. Within this digital inquiry there are various 
technological tools for use in schools and in particular, for 
math, science, and applied design, skills and technologies 
(ADST) lessons. Teachers who have a hard time figuring 
out how to keep up with current, expanding uses of tech 
in schools should benefit from browsing this package.

“You have decided to use the curriculum as a starting point to begin 
integrating technology in a meaningful way into your teaching, including 
areas such as core French, math, science, social studies and the arts.” 





(code.org)



https://www.coolmath4kids.com/

https://www.coolmath4kids.com/


Math Game Demo

5682 views Mar 9, 2020

Children can create fun nicknames to play. They can choose to play either with 
other people in online or by themselves privately with computer. If they want, 
they can even create their own game room so that they can play and compete 
with their classmates. At the end of the game, children can see their results; the 
results show how accurate they were at the game and questions that they got 
wrong. 

CoolMath4Kids
943 subscribers

Lessons on Multiplication

Select a Quiz

Earn a Certificate

Lessons on Multiplication

Lessons on Multiplication

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fvq1cJ0BfJs


Prodigy: Math Game Platform

5,682 views Mar 9, 2020

Prodigy is the online math game platform where  students from grade 1 to 8  can 
practice more than 1,300 mathematical skills by playing games in a fun and 
engaging way. It is free to use and allows teachers to see the progress of each 
student in real time by providing detailed reports. Children will be fascinated by 
this “role playing game,” where they play a role of a character and level up their 
character in the immersive Prodigy world.

Prodigy Education
943 subscribers

Lessons on Multiplication

Select a Quiz

Earn a Certificate

Lessons on Multiplication

Lessons on Multiplication

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0CtplncQnU
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Allegra 2 days ago
Teachers can create their own account and start to use it right away. Once they log in they can 
create a class which has specific class code. When students create their own accounts and enter 
their classcode, students are automatically added to their class list. 

Thank you!

Caitlin 1 day ago
For primary children, teachers can create their accounts for them and send the letters to 
parents that are automatically provided for each student in the class list by Prodigy.

Claire  6 days ago
Prodigy’s in-game math content aligns with Ontario’s standard curriculum from Grade 1-8.
It can automatically adapt content based on how students play and provide instant feedback to help 
them overcome trouble spots.

Carli 6 days ago
Kids are so motivated to learn math and I have seen great improvements in math skills in my 
classroom

Justine 6 days ago
My classroom has been using this to have students to practice math skills. I have seen that even 
students who didn’t like doing math are very much engaged in doing math and their math anxiety 
level decreased.

Robin 6 day ago
My daughter loves this game and I love that she is actually learning math. She is very engaged and  
even talking about doing math during lunch time. 



It’s AumSum Time is the YouTube channel that provides educational videos for 
kids, children, students and teachers.  It creates a number of ~ 5min long 
animated videos that answer to questions children are curious about daily 
phenomena with scientific explanation. It covers broad spectrum in science area 
such as biology, chemistry and physics as well as mathematic contents.  

1.58M subscribers

Why do our Eyes get Dry?

Why do our Hands Shake?

What if all Volcanoes Erupted at 
Once?

Life Cycle of a Butterfly

Solid Shapes

What is a Coronavirus? | COVID-19 | #aumsum

73,118 views Feb 21, 2020

It's AumSum 
Time



Available in Google Play and Apple App stores
(Click for app pages)

Click here to see the Vito Technology 
(owners of Star Walk apps) media website

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.vitotechnology.StarWalk2Free&hl=en_CA
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/star-walk-2-night-sky-map/id892279069
http://vitotechnology.com/media_starwalk.html
http://vitotechnology.com/media_starwalk.html


The app is very entertaining, I 
spent a long time reading about 
Betelgeuse and watching Venus 
and Uranus.

Betelgeuse has been dimming faster than 
other stars like it. It may have even 
already gone supernova.



Venus and Uranus both appear within 
binocular viewable distance in the 
evenings around March 8th, 2020.

With the AR feature, I’m able to align my 
thumb and pinky finger with Betelgeuse 
and Orion’s belt indoors, in the middle of 
the day!



The app provides opportunities for data 
collection on the moon and other bodies in 
space. Including their distance from earth, 
rotation and orbit speeds, and additional, more 
complex statistics. 



This image of Cassiopeia from the free 
version of the app is shown on the gamma 
background. There are also x-ray, infrared, 
microwave, and radio backgrounds
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Denis Walsh

0 subscribers

Using Dig! and Merge Cubes for Teaching Volume

Augmented reality has been finding its way into classrooms since the 
release of Pokemon Go! and there are great AR tools that are valuable 
in schools… (click here to view in YouTube)

14 views Mar 11, 2020

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bO23248F-ZQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bO23248F-ZQ


● Augmented reality has been used in classrooms since the release of Pokemon Go! and there are AR tools that have value in schools.
● With the Dig! app, students can create and examine things using cubes, I demonstrate this by building a 3D composite shape. 
● The Dig! app with Merge cubes allows for the exploration of building, architecture, geometry, transformation, and further engineering and 

mathematical areas of study. Teachers can find ways to incorporate this technology in such a way that it bolsters their teaching of the BC 
curriculum for math, ADST, and other desired subject areas

Here is how I made this video:
● The printable version of the Merge Cube is available here - https://www.arvrinedu.com/single-post...
● The image of the small and large Merge Cubes is from this twitter moment's page here - https://twitter.com/i/events/99336000...
● Dig! for Merge Cube is available in the Apple app store here - https://apps.apple.com/ca/app/dig-for...
● and the Google Play store here - https://play.google.com/store/apps/de...
● The app contains a screen capture feature which was used to make the video footage.
● I've linked a copy of the script I wrote for this video here - Script for Using Dig! and Merge Cubes for Teaching Volume
● The audio was recorded using Audacity which is available for free on Windows, Mac, and Linux here - https://www.audacityteam.org/
● The music is from the YouTube video Discovery - Scott Buckley [Vlog No Copyright Music] on the channel Audio Library — Music for content 

creators and can be found here - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8ZwI...
● I sent the captured video from my phone to my PC and watched it while playing both the song, and my recorded audio. While watching it I 

recorded the windows with the video and google chrome tabs with the images using the free broadcasting software Open Broadcaster 
Software (OBS) Studio 64bit, which can be downloaded here - https://obsproject.com/

https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&v=bO23248F-ZQ&q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.arvrinedu.com%2Fsingle-post%2FMerge-Cube-Printable&redir_token=Z2WOvZlKjYO1eN853u0xonW7rJt8MTU4NDE1ODUxN0AxNTg0MDcyMTE3
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&v=bO23248F-ZQ&q=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2Fi%2Fevents%2F993360003934416896%3Flang%3Den&redir_token=Z2WOvZlKjYO1eN853u0xonW7rJt8MTU4NDE1ODUxN0AxNTg0MDcyMTE3
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&v=bO23248F-ZQ&q=https%3A%2F%2Fapps.apple.com%2Fca%2Fapp%2Fdig-for-merge-cube%2Fid1253083884&redir_token=Z2WOvZlKjYO1eN853u0xonW7rJt8MTU4NDE1ODUxN0AxNTg0MDcyMTE3
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&v=bO23248F-ZQ&q=https%3A%2F%2Fplay.google.com%2Fstore%2Fapps%2Fdetails%3Fid%3Dcom.MergeCube.Dig%26hl%3Den_CA&redir_token=Z2WOvZlKjYO1eN853u0xonW7rJt8MTU4NDE1ODUxN0AxNTg0MDcyMTE3
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mAqpDJnSPhhvwv1jkUcpjQQclBC_PITaOd6nUUFws4g/edit?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&v=bO23248F-ZQ&q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.audacityteam.org%2F&redir_token=Z2WOvZlKjYO1eN853u0xonW7rJt8MTU4NDE1ODUxN0AxNTg0MDcyMTE3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8ZwIybVy3o&list=PLzCxunOM5WFI6sgbAppnSgLQxxNg_d10L
https://www.youtube.com/redirect?event=video_description&v=bO23248F-ZQ&q=https%3A%2F%2Fobsproject.com%2F&redir_token=Z2WOvZlKjYO1eN853u0xonW7rJt8MTU4NDE1ODUxN0AxNTg0MDcyMTE3
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Scarfe Digital Sandbox 1 day ago
The merge cube has uses for other subjects too! I’ve seen it suspended from 
the ceiling and the device casts an image of the solar system over it. Check out 
our blog post about the merge cube on our page here 
https://scarfedigitalsandbox.teach.educ.ubc.ca/merge-cube/

Circular Merge Cube 2 days ago
I’ve been fascinated with AR for years now and kids are experiencing it on a 
daily basis as soon as they’re born in some cases. I’m a firm believer in using 
AR educationally so that kids don’t see it so separate from school, like one is 
fun and one isn’t. Your video reminds me of a resource I found where a teacher 
named Gabe Haydu shows how he can use the Dig! App in a math setting like 
you showed. Check it out! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Q-I8tndI5k

Denis Walsh 1 day ago
Thank you for the link! I think there are a lot of unexplored avenues with 
these cubes. At first it seems like most of what they can do is for games, 
but with a creative mind they can go beyond entertainment and become 
the focal point for learning opportunities.

https://scarfedigitalsandbox.teach.educ.ubc.ca/merge-cube/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Q-I8tndI5k


ms.wong

353 884 432

Gr 2/3 UBC Teacher Candidate

Check out this link for more ADST examples: 
https://teachyourkidscode.com/best-robot-toys-for-kids-coding/



855 likes

3 DAYS AGO

3d    Reply

ms.wong I am so excited to share 
#Sphero, a robotic ball that teaches the 
basics of coding that is programmed to 
change colors, run a circuit, spin in 
different directions and much more! With 
Sphero, the learning process is enhanced 
in various subject areas such as physics, 
math, programming, and robotics in a fun 
and interactive way (Scarfe Digital 
Sandbox, n.d.). Use code “WONG” to get 
$10 off your first one! #ad

ms.wong

Shannon Mah FREE task cards for 
Sphero challenges: shorturl.at/BL249



1072 likes

1 DAY AGO

ms.wong MaKey MaKey connects the 
world around you into your computer by 
turning any physical object that conducts 
electricity (e.g., Play-Doh, most food items, 
people) into buttons. It fosters creativity, 
teamwork, problem solving, and so much 
more! From making game controllers to 
musical instruments, the number of 
inventions is practically endless. Teachers 
use this to teach engineering, design 
thinking and making – it enhances and 
deepens students’ learning experience. 
Check out https://makeymakey.com/ for 
lesson plans, inventions, apps, and more 
(MaKey MaKey, 2018). 

ms.wong

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rfQqh7iCcOU


990 likes

7 HOURS AGO

7h   Reply

ms.wong Edison Robots are programmable 
coding robots that enable us to experiment a 
range of skills including critical thinking, design 
thinking, engineering, programming, and more. 
Some of its key features are following a 
flashlight, avoiding obstacles, responding to 
claps or other loud sounds, and being 
controlled with almost any TV remote. It is also 
LEGO compatible; you can design your robot 
with LEGO pieces to make each Edison unique 
and personalized (Victoria, 2018). #education

ms.wong

Jacqueline Lee There’s 3 different 
programming languages for various age groups 
and coding level: EdBlocks, EdWare, EdPy
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         MESSAGES           now

Crystal Bacic
iMessage

        SNAPCHAT      3m ago

from Stephanie Lynch

        WHATSAPP      3m ago

Stephanie Lynch
Check your snap! I sent you a 

live footage of my beating 

heart!!!

        WHATSAPP    10m ago

Mom
Home in 5 mins. Did you 

make rice?



Today 11:33 AM

Crystal Bacic

Did you hear about the new technology for science 
called Virtuali-Tee? All you need to do is download the 
free app, put on your Virtuali-Tee, scan it, and BAM the 
t-shirt comes to life!

Are you okay, Crystal? T-shirts don’t come to 
life…

Ah let me explain! It’s AR technology that helps us learn 
more about the human body – it allows us to go explore 
the anatomy of the digestive, respiratory, skeletal, renal 
and circulatory system using only our device and the 
Virtuali-Tee. You can even go through the bloodstream, 
intestines, lungs, dissect organs, and all these cool 
things (Kickstarter, 2020).

OH and the best part… you can go EVEN FURTHER AND 
USE A VIRTUAL REALITY HEADSET WITH IT!!!

Oh wow! This sounds so fun and engaging while learning 
interesting facts about the body that we can connect with. 
I can definitely see my students feeling excited about 
science and motivated to investigate more about the 
human body with this resource.

Are you okay, Crystal? T-shirts don’t come to 
life…
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Virtuali-Tee’s newest feature tracks your heart rate which is monitored through 
the camera of your device and then you can view your own heart beating live 
in augmented reality (Kickstarter, 2020)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hvMjjEpxVhY


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tQwdq-R61XM


Using Plickers in Mathematics (WOSU Public Media, 2016)

8,423 views Mar 6, 2020

Ms. Wong demonstrates how she uses Plickers as a formative assessment in her 
mathematics class. Plickers is a quick and simple assessment tool to check for 
student understanding in real-time; this provides teachers with helpful 
immediate feedback about if students are understanding the concept or if they 
need to tailor the lesson halfway through.

Ms. Wong

12,771 subscribers

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-llFvGo-EAs
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Peggy Chan 2 days ago
What a great assessment tool! Here are a few examples to use Plickers in a mathematics class: 
quick check for understanding with multiple choice and true/false questions, exit tickets, solving 
math questions or word problems (e.g., addition, subtraction, multiplication, division), matching 
math vocabulary with definitions, telling time/geometry shapes/fractions, and math 
debates/discussions.

Ms. Wong 1 day ago
Thank you for sharing all your examples! Research shows that Plickers are an effective way 
to improve student engagement, participation, interest and confidence (Borst, 2017).

Josephina Kim 6 days ago
It is FREE and EASY to use! Unlike Kahoot!, only 1 mobile device is needed – great for any 
financial situations and use of technology without needing the entire class to have their own device. 
If anyone is interested, here is the link to get you started: https://www.plickers.com/signup

Cindy Choi 4 days ago
Wow I love how highly interactive and engaged the students were AND it’s anonymous too!

John Wu 2 days ago
That’s nuts dude! If you have not tried Plickers, you are MISSING OUT!! My students LOVE it! It 
definitely increases engagement throughout the learning process.

Karen Nanat 1 day ago
Love how you can use Plickers no matter the subject or grade level you are teaching! It shows me 
who needs more practice and who is ready to move on.
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PLICKERS
Answer the questions on the screen with your 
Plickers card.

Simply just rotate your card to determine your 
answer.

Up to 63 students can be assigned per class.

All students of ages and students with 
exceptionalities can also use this (Plickers 
card with larger font are available)



:(
Your PRESENTATION ran into a problem and needs to conclude. We're just 
wrapping up some final info, and then we'll end for you. (0% complete)

“Technology will not replace great 
teachers but technology in the hands 

of great teachers can be 
transformational” 
-George Couros



Conclusion
The Internet, and now social media and smart devices, raise conversations about 
whether they remove vital human connection. Limiting screen time is often seen as 
a virtue akin to dieting and exercise, and some may catch themselves or a friend 
being smug about how greatly they prefer face to face interactions compared to 
online. In spite of these somewhat wistful observations, the technology persists, and 
our society consumes it. For these reasons, it’s important for teachers to seize their 
ability to incorporate technology in a responsible, constructive way so that children 
see the beneficial aspects of technological innovation. While doing this teachers can 
capitalize on the irresistible draw of emerging advancements in content sharing, 
coding, virtual and augmented reality to entice their students into participating in 
focused periods of study. 
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